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IMAGO Launches Industrial Dash Cam

No more machine downtime due to uncertainty about what happened. With the IndustrialDashCam
from IMAGO Technologies GmbH, machines and technical equipment can now be permanently and
automatically monitored. High-resolution videos at the time of the event - analyzed offline, avoid pro-
duction downtimes and costly downtimes.

Whether machine or process monitoring: The smart camera in the form factor of a matchbox can be integrated

into small devices or in inaccessible places where space is limited. This simplifies the error analysis of industrial
processes.

The principle of the smart industrial camera
The camera records up to 20-second video sequences, stores them and encodes them in a standard video

format in the camera. The videos can be copied from there and played back on any computer. Many video

players can also display slow motion, allowing scenes to be analyzed in detail and slowly. Thanks to a ring

buffer in the camera, only data from the relevant period before, during or after a specific trigger input is cap-
tured. There is no flood of data that needs to be analyzed in a time-consuming manner.

Ideal for process monitoring and documentation
The smart camera can be used in the beverage and food industry, in the pharmaceutical industry, but also in

mechanical engineering companies as well as in the packaging and logistics industry. Instead of an annual

inspection, it can provide constant inspection of the machines. The IndustrialDashCam not only helps with

condition monitoring and predictive maintenance. Let's look at a process such as the end-of-line test, for ex-

ample. Here the small camera can prove that the unit has left the factory in working order by storing a video
scene of the correct functionality.

"The camera is already being tested by several industrial customers and has been received with enthusiasm,"

says Carsten Strampe, Managing Director of IMAGO.
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The IndustrialDashCam provides a video sequence when errors and deviations occur in industrial processes, which can
be used to document and analyze what led to the incident.

About IMAGO Technologies
IMAGO Technologies is a leading manufacturer of intelligent cameras, vision sensors, and special computers

for automated image processing. IMAGO designs, develops, manufactures, and distributes image processing

systems in Friedberg, Germany, for customers worldwide in industrial inspection, pharmaceutical-, engineering

industry, and ... soon also for your application? For almost 3 decades, IMAGO has been offering trendsetting

solutions with great innovative power serving the individual needs of customers.
The product portfolio includes intelligent line, area, and event-based cameras, deep learning image processing

computers as well as embedded multicore ARM, i-Core, and DSP computers, each with real-time IO, Linux,

or Windows operating systems and a real-time OS. IMAGO also supports its customers in the areas of engi-

neering and software development. For more information visit www.imago-technologies.com.


